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Standfirst: 
 

Population genomic screening for rare monogenic variants is now supported by substantial 

evidence of clinical utility and cost-effectiveness, but there is much less evidence to support 

screening with polygenic risk scores (which do not detect rare variants). Using ‘only’ 

polygenic scores in population screening initiatives, while ignoring the detection of higher risk 

rare monogenic variants, is ill-advised. 
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Manuscript: 

 

Population genomic screening to identify high-risk individuals from the general population 

presents a significant opportunity for public health intervention and disease prevention. At this 

time, prioritizing the detection of rare clinically significant pathogenic variants for penetrant 

medically actionable monogenic conditions represents an evidence-based, appropriate and 

justifiable strategy for large-scale population screening. There is currently less evidence to 

support population screening with polygenic risk scores, which when calculated using 

genotyping arrays, will miss the identification of rare variant carriers for medically actionable 

conditions, who are among the highest risk individuals in the general population. 

 

Background 

 

Modern medical genetics has largely emerged in the context of molecular diagnosis of persons 

affected by inherited conditions. But the potential for using genomic technologies to screen 

certain segments of the population, or even the general population, has considerable 

provenance and tremendous appeal.1 Screening occurs routinely today within affected families 

for hereditary forms of cancer, cardiovascular disease and other highly penetrant conditions, 

affording an opportunity for enhanced surveillance and risk-reducing interventions among 

those carrying gene variants. Building upon this precedent, it has been proposed that 

population screening to identify high risk individuals from the general population carrying 

pathogenic or likely pathogenic variants (PVs) in a limited set of genes for highly penetrant 

inherited conditions presents a significant opportunity for public health benefit.2,3  

 

The genes most often mentioned in the context of population genomic screening include high-

risk cancer susceptibility genes (CSGs) such as BRCA1, BRCA2 and PALB2 for hereditary 

breast and ovarian cancer (HBOC)4 and MLH1, MSH2 and MSH6 for Lynch syndrome (LS),5 

as well as lipid metabolism genes LDLR, APOB and PCSK9 for familial hypercholesterolemia 

(FH)6. For those identified at high risk of these conditions, there is consensus that effective 

risk management interventions are available to prevent disease and reduce risk.3,7  

 

Population based BRCA testing in Jewish populations8 has already provided an evidence-based 

model for clinical implementation of such screening. Israel recently implemented such a 

program, and the UK National Health Service Cancer Programme team is launching its 
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population based BRCA programme in early 2023. There is also evidence from modelling 

studies that population based screening for a limited set of high risk monogenic genes will be 

cost effective from payer and societal perspectives.9-12 General population screening for 

targeted detection of rare PVs in this limited set of high risk genes (monogenic screening) 

therefore represents a tractable strategy with rational precedent for the medical management 

of individuals who are so identified from the general population. 

 

Polygenic risk scores (PRS), by contrast, are not yet supported by such an evidence-based 

rationale for population screening. A PRS calculates the collective influence of many common 

genetic variants on the risk of a particular disease, typically calculated as a weighted sum of 

trait-associated alleles.13 Population based PRS estimates of disease risk have been available 

to the public through direct-to-consumer (DTC) testing companies since 2007, at times 

attracting fierce criticism for omitting rare monogenic risk variants.14 Making clinical 

decisions based on PRS alone, without undertaking monogenic testing, may provide false 

reassurance of low genetic risk to some, and be potentially harmful in that respect (for a 

hypothetical case-study, see Box 1 below). In addition to longstanding products from DTC 

companies, newer commercial vendors are building PRS products, and sometimes promoting 

these without mention of how monogenic risk variants would be missed. 
 

PRSs have become more sophisticated and there is enthusiasm for implementing PRS-based 

population screening initiatives within medicine and public health, often without reference to 

monogenic risks.15 A number of such population based studies and biobanking initiatives have 

preferentially undertaken PRS testing, in the absence of monogenic testing for rare variants. 

A recent example is the UK “Our Future Health” initiative, proposing to screen 5-million 

individuals using PRSs for common disease.16 In a cohort of this size, using DNA sequencing 

for the detection of rare PVs would identify ~50,000 monogenic PV carriers for HBOC, Lynch 

syndrome and FH alone. Most of these genetically high-risk individuals would be missed by 

PRS testing, since the underlying technology most often used for calculating PRSs (genotyping 

microarrays) would not typically detect rare monogenic variants.  

 

The existing evidence base regarding the clinical utility of using PRSs for population screening 

is less robust than monogenic screening, where clinical benefits within affected families are 

well established. Validation of predictive models using PRSs, including defining absolute risk 

thresholds for effective clinical interventions, is still lacking for most disease states,17 
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especially since PRSs will ideally require integration into a combined disease risk model with 

other risk-factors. Unlike clinical monogenic testing, reporting of PRSs is not yet standardized 

for most diseases, nor are there well aligned clinical guidelines for action. Nevertheless, there 

is good evidence and emerging applicability of PRS for risk stratification in some diseases, the 

prime example being in risk-adapted screening for breast cancer.   

 

Despite the availability of effective interventions for monogenic conditions such as HBOC, 

LS and FH, these conditions remain chronically underdiagnosed. Over 95% of those carrying 

PVs in the BRCA1/2 genes remain unidentified in the general UK population, despite over 25 

years of genetic testing based on clinical presentation or family history.18 Similar 

circumstances hold in the US19 and the rates for testing and detection of LH and FH variants 

are even lower.5,6 Unfortunately, an estimated 50-80% of PV-carriers for these conditions do 

not fulfil current clinical genetic testing criteria.7,8,18 The system for proactive screening in 

most countries is plagued by restricted access and underutilisation of testing. Finding 

unaffected rare PV carriers for highly penetrant monogenic conditions in the general 

population should be an upfront priority of population genomics.  

 

 
 
Box-1: Hypothetical case study: A healthy 30-year-old woman participates in a proactive 

genetic screening study for breast cancer risk, but the study only offers polygenic-score testing. 

The participant’s polygenic-score result comes back “low” for breast cancer (bottom 20%-

25% of the polygenic or even modelled breast-cancer risk distribution). On the basis of this 

result, the participant perceives her breast cancer risk to be low, and is offered only routine 

breast cancer screening (e.g. mammography) starting at age 50, in line with the general 

population recommendations (less frequent breast cancer screening is also being considered 

for the lowest-risk quartile). However, the polygenic-score was not capable of detecting rare 

pathogenic variants in known breast cancer susceptibility genes, and therefore failed to detect 

her rare germline BRCA1 pathogenic variant (inherited from her father, without manifest 

family history, meaning she didn’t qualify for clinical criteria-based genetic testing). Years 

later at age 42, still under the impression of low genetic-risk, she is unexpectedly diagnosed 

with invasive breast cancer (detected at a late-stage) before the commencement of any routine 

breast cancer screening.  
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Clinical gene panels based on targeted sequencing of known disease-associated genes are 

currently offered to patients of all genetic ancestries, and the clinical implications of 

monogenic testing are more likely to be consistent across ancestries. PRS, by contrast, are 

subject to well recognized ancestry-specific biases.13 For population genomic screening to 

maximise opportunities for prevention and cost effectiveness for health systems in the future, 

this aspect of population scale testing and implementation must be given careful consideration.  

 

Emerging population screening initiatives  

  

Recent population genomic screening studies have prioritized the detection of highly 

penetrant, rare PVs in medically actionable genes using targeted sequencing. The recently 

launched Australian ‘DNA Screen’ national pilot study is offering preventive DNA screening 

for 10 medically actionable genes to 10,000 adults aged 18-40 years.7 Likewise, the recently 

announced PROTECT-C study is offering DNA screening for nine (HBOC and LS) CSGs to 

over 5000 women in the UK. In PROTECT-C, PRS will be utilized concurrently to provide 

personalised breast and ovarian cancer risk prediction for risk-adapted breast cancer screening 

and breast/ovarian cancer prevention, but will not replace monogenic testing. The increasing 

popularity of PRS is likely due to low-cost, improved accessibility, potential to generate risk 

prediction on large populations, and the potential for population stratification for risk-adapted 

screening and prevention. PRS will certainly be an important screening tool. 

  

However, to maximise the preventive potential and public health impact of population 

genomic screening, initiatives ought to also prioritize monogenic testing for medically 

actionable conditions before or concurrently with polygenic testing. It is important to prioritise 

identification of the most genetically high-risk individuals in the general population and 

provide them access to risk management and preventive care based on current guidelines. 

Using PRS alone without monogenic testing, long considered a major limitation of low-cost 

DTC approaches, will miss the most clinically significant genetic risk information associated 

with rare high-risk PVs for heritable conditions. This would be a missed opportunity for 

genomic medicine and prevention. Using PRSs ‘alone’ is therefore misguided as a population 

screening strategy to maximise precision prevention, and would be akin to “putting the cart 

before the horse” at a critical inflection point for population genomics.  
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